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Other April Specials

Flowering Shrubs

ONLY

Deutzia 37¢
Syringa 3 FOR $1.00
Snowberry
Honeysuckle
Pink Althea
Calycanthus
Purple Lilac
White Althea
Purple Althea
Spirea Van Houttei

ONLY

49c
Weigela Rosea
Butterfly Bush
Hydrangea P. G.
Hydrangea A. G.
Spirea A. Waterer
Weigela Variegated

Our Distinctive Dozen

LADY ASHTOWN—Pale rose.
DUTCHESS OF WELLINGTON—Intense saffron yellow.
BRIARCLIFFE—A fine clear pink.
LOS ANGELES—Luminous flame-pink.
MRS. AARON WARD—Yellow.
MME. BUTTERFLY—Apricot and gold.
ETOILE DE FRANCE—Vivid crimson.
RADIANCE—Carmine pink.
K. A. VICTORIA—White; fine form.
RED RADIANCE—Dazzling crimson.
MME. EDOUARD HERRIOT—Coral-red.
SOUV. DE CLAUDIUS PERNET—The perfect yellow rose.

$1.00 EACH—$10. PER DOZ.

HEDGES

100 California Privet $4.98
10 Japanese Barberry $2.29

DAHLIAS

GROWERS' SALES CO.
CLINTON, N. J.
Spring Bulbs You Should Order Now

100 GORGEOUS GLADIOLI only $2.29

This very special offer is for you who have gotten Spring Fever late—or you who have decided that the place looks well enough or that you will not have a flower garden this year. All these decisions made this winter when your friends were planning their gardens or in March when the winds were blowing cold and the mere thought of digging in the garden was distasteful. But now you have been hit hard. Of course you want to plant more flowers. You want the best and of course you want them at the lowest possible figure. In this April folder we are offering 100 truly Glorious Gladioli for only $2.29. They are all plump blooming size bulbs in a mixture of varieties and colors that cannot be surpassed; apricots with lavender stripes, deep velvety reds, brilliant reds, peaches, plums, purples, oranges; in fact every color in the rainbow and 100 of them for only $2.29. Write for these Glorious Gladioli today and the bulbs will be shipped the same day your order is received.

100 GORGEOUS GLADIOLI FOR $2.29

12 GARDEN IRIS 89c

Nothing is more colorful or beautiful in the early summer than a border of Garden Iris. Iris has been so improved in variety of color and size of flowers that it can hardly be compared with the Iris of years ago. Our field of Iris includes every color and variety obtainable from the deepest purples and lightest blues to beautiful mixtures and combinations of yellow and bluish purples. We offer this Iris in Mixed colors only. Plant a border of this beautiful Garden Iris and you will have a colorful riot of flowers that will come up year after year with scarcely any attention. Garden Iris will grow and thrive in almost any soil. Be sure to include a dozen or so in your April order.

6 MARVELOUS JAPANESE IRIS 89c

The Japanese Iris is quite distinct from the Garden Iris. The blooms are perfectly flat when open, measuring from six to ten inches in diameter; one large clump often producing as many as 35 or 40 bloom stalks. The flowers of pure white, lavender, pink, dark purple, maroon, violet, plum, marbly penciled and striped, are excellent for house decorations and will keep from a week to ten days, coming out as do the Gladioli until every bud has opened. No up-to-date garden should be without a goodly number of these exquisite Irises. At our very low price of 6 Japanese Iris for only 89¢ you should order at least a dozen.

6 MARVELOUS JAPANESE IRIS FOR only 89¢

3 PEONIES $1.29

And here is another flower that you should have in your garden and one that is very often overlooked. Peonies around your front or for a beautiful and unusual effect, make a border of Peonies along your drive. They will make your home coming after a strenuous day at the office or a trying shop¬ing tour an even more enjoyable event. We offer large three- to five-eye Peonies, red, white or pink, for only $1.29.

3 PEONIES for only $1.29

CHOICE NAMED GLADIOLI

If you prefer to select your Gladioli as to name or wish to follow out a certain color arrangement in your garden, you can find no better assortment of varieties or colors than the Gladioli listed below. We have listed the proven and best known Gladioli of the day, each variety chosen because of its exceptional beauty of bloom, arrangement and form, and are offering them to our regular customers at less than half.

ALICE TIPPLADY—A very popular Primulinus, Grenadine orange, self color, except that lower petals are lighter. Substance and arrangement of flowers good. Ruffled. A true scarlet with creamy blotch and darker stripe. Very early.


LEON JADOT—Mauve, lower petals are shaded darker and the throat; noted for large bright rose-red blotch on lower petals. Ruffled.

HERMIONE DE Vaucluse—A deep rose, self color, except that lower petals are lighter. Substances and arrangement of flowers good. Ruffled.

SCARSDALE—Lavender, lower petals are shaded darker and the throat; bases of lower petals with small blotch of rose-red. Very early.

E. J. SHAYLOR—A popular rose-pink, blending lighter toward the center. Substance and arrangement of flowers good. Ruffled.

MRS. PENDLETON—Deep rose-pink, shading to a pale pink throat; noted for large bright rose-red blotch on lower petals. Strong straight spike. Very popular.

HALLEY—Delicate salmon-pink with creamy blotch and dark-striped red petals. Very early.

MAIDEN'S BLUSH—Pink, mottled darker; lower petals have tiny crimson blotch on purplish yellow ground. Very early.

LE BEAU—Deep rosy-purple, shading to a pale pink throat; noted for large bright rose-red blotch on lower petals. Strong straight spike. Very popular.


PRINCE OF WALES—Strawberry pink shading to a very pale pink throat. Faint scarlet blotch on lower petals. Strong spike. Flowers large and well arranged. Very early.

SCARSDALE—Lavender, lower petals are shaded darker and are streaked crimson white in throat. Well arranged flowers.

ONLY 57¢ PER DOZ.

7 GORGEOUS CANNAS $1.00

There are always one or two places in your garden or lawn where nothing but a bed of Cnnas will do. The large green or bronze leaves are decorative and beautiful all during the hot summer months and the large improved flowers—white, scarlet, dark red, orange and various shades of these colors—make a gorgeous sight in the early autumn. If you will order now direct from this folder, we will send you 7 of the best and most improved varieties for only 1.00. If you have not already ordered your Cnnas, by all means send in your order today.

7 GORGEOUS CANNAS $1.00

GROWERS' SALES CO.

ADD 15c FOR POSTAGE, PACKING AND INSURANCE

CLINTON, NEW JERSEY
DAHLIAS of DISTINCTION

PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA
The Pride of California, this large orange-red Dahlia is a winner in every way. It is a cactus Dahlia and grows 4 to 5 feet tall. The blooms are large, open and cupped. This Dahlia is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

MRS. J. HARRISON DICKSON
Mrs. J. Harrison Dickson is a Decorative Dahlia of excellent size but very trashy and distressing. Its color is orange-yellow, resembling a 'pistachio' color, and is very well formed and nearly perfect. The blooms are large for a cactus and are produced freely. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

EUREKA
This is a Candy Dahlia of unusual size and distinctive coloring. The flower is a deep rose purple, the petals softly ruffled and nearly perfect. The blooms are large for a Candy Dahlia and are produced freely. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

MRS. LEO NIESSEN
Mrs. Leo Niesen is not only a beautiful Dahlia but is noted for its prolific flowering. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

MINA BURGIE
Mina Burgie is a Dahlia of unusual size and distinctive coloring. The flower is a deep rose purple, the petals softly ruffled and nearly perfect. The blooms are large for a Candy Dahlia and are produced freely. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

ALASKA
Alaska, a White Dahlia, is a perfect flower. It is one of the finest varieties, producing flowers freely on very short stems. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

QUEEN MARY
Queen Mary is one of the greatest of all Dahlias, it is a world favorite. Colored in size and coloring it is almost impossible to describe it. Nature apparently designed this Dahlia to be a champion and it has not failed to live up to its expectations. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

YELLOW KING
Queen Elizabeth
This is a Prized Flower Dahlia of Distinction. The large flowers are a beautiful orange color and are produced freely on very short stems. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

WASHINGTTON CITY
A Dahlia of fine form, Washington City, when in full bloom produces a beautiful mass of flowers on a very short stem. It is a strong grower and free bloomer. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

GEISHA
If you like the unusual, this Pink Flowered Dahlia will be for you. This Dahlia is a world favorite. Colored in size and coloring it is almost impossible to describe it. Nature apparently designed this Dahlia to be a champion and it has not failed to live up to its expectations. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

SUNSET GLOW
Sunset Glow is one of the greatest of all Dahlias, it is a world favorite. Colored in size and coloring it is almost impossible to describe it. Nature apparently designed this Dahlia to be a champion and it has not failed to live up to its expectations. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

WHITE SWAN
White Swan is a strong grower and free bloomer. The blooms are large, open and nearly perfect. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.

ET DE LION
Et de Lion is another Dahlia of unusual size and distinctive coloring. The flower is a deep rose purple, the petals softly ruffled and nearly perfect. The blooms are large for a Candy Dahlia and are produced freely. The flowers are beautifully colored. This Dahlia is one of the best known Decoratives and is always in demand. It has been Drop-marked by many as the world's best red Dahlia. Ideal for exhibition purposes and a variety that more than merits its wide recognition.
DAHLIAS

WHEN AND HOW TO PLANT

The Dahlia being essentially a fall blooming flower that produces the best results at that time, it should not be planted too early. The first 10 days of June is the ideal planting time and they can be planted as late as early July. For best results Dahlias really should be staked and these stakes should be placed in the ground before the tuber is planted. In planting, the tuber should be laid flat, not on end, with the eye or sprout up. Plant 4 inches under ground and about 3 feet apart. Don't discard your small tubers. A tuber cannot be judged by its size, a small one having as good if not a better chance than a large one.

DISBUDDING

When the plants are 6 to 8 inches high, pull up all but the one or two best stalks. After these have produced three sets of leaves, pinch out the top so the plant may acquire the branching habit. This will give you twice as many blooms and keep your plant more compact.

CULTIVATION

It is extremely important to hoe frequently to keep down weeds and prevent soil from forming a crust on the surface. Do not water except in case of a very dry season; then but once or twice a week. Wet grounds decays the tubers and frequent watering produces surface roots which are detrimental.

GLADIOLI

WHEN, WHERE AND HOW TO PLANT

For continuous bloom, plant Gladioli every 10 days to two weeks from mid-April to July 10. Plant in open, sunny places, not too near buildings, foundations, etc. Gladioli will thrive in any kind of fertile soil. Spade the ground at least 8 inches deep. Make trenches for the bulbs, placing them 4 inches deep and about 4 inches apart. If soil is dry when planted, water thoroughly. After planting, keep soil loose and free from weeds, never permitting the ground to form a crust after heavy rains but work ground as soon as it becomes dry enough to work nicely. Water when necessary, then soak them well. Unless the weather is very dry, watering at intervals of a week or 10 days usually is enough.

CUTTING

Cut the flower spike when first bud is open. Keep spike in water, changing the water daily; pull off faded flowers and shorten spikes in proportion to the number of faded flowers removed. Use a sharp knife as shears bruise and close the channels in stem so water cannot pass through. When cutting the spike from the plant, allow not less than 4 leaves to mature the bulb.

CANNAS

WHEN, WHERE AND HOW TO PLANT

Cannas should not be planted before May after all danger of frost is past and the ground is warmed. Canna roots may be started in boxes in the house, setting them close together in sand, sawdust or moss. This gives them an early start and avoids rotting which so often occurs when roots are placed outdoors too early. Cannas like a sunny position and a sandy rich, moist soil. Plant roots one foot apart for mass effect and three feet apart for specimen plants. After frost has blackened the leaves, the roots should be dug and stored in boxes of sand in a cool, dry cellar, the roots packed upside-down so they may dry thoroughly.

GARDEN IRIS

WHERE AND HOW TO PLANT

The Iris family is very partial to a sunny, well drained position, requiring moisture but does not like a naturally soggy ground. Spade the soil deeply but plant shallow so that the fleshy part of the root lies in a horizontal position and is barely covered. Spread out the roots and press soil firmly about the plant. Do not water unless the soil is very dry and then only to settle the soil about the roots. Set plants about a foot apart in rows or clumps. Three or more plants soon make a mass effect. Do not use stable manure with your Iris. If the ground lacks lime it could be improved by mixing some well slacked lime with the soil. Transplant when the growth becomes crowded, about every third year.

JAPANESE IRIS

This variety requires practically the same care and attention in planting and cultivation as does Garden Iris except that it should be watered freely at blooming time and neither bone meal nor lime should be used for Japanese Iris.